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Media Release: December 2013.

Mary-Kyri launches new online shopping experience.
Mary-Kyri has developed an international reputation for producing beautiful, distinct, high
fashion stilettos, fats, sandals and boots that are also extremely comfortable. The brands
distinct handwriting is immediately recognised through dynamic design lines making every
style versatile yet totally unique.
The Mary-Kyri brand is designed in Australian and made entirely in Italy by Italian artisans
from the highest quality leathers, materials and components.
Mary-Kyri believed with increased online global market demands, customers required an
exciting and stress free shopping experience.
“We wanted to create a very user friendly website with our customer in
mind. Mary-Kyri shoes are exceptionally elegant and stylish therefore our
website had to refect this in it’s design and easy navigation”.
“Many of our customers purchase directly from head office as we ensure
they receive the quality of service they deserve with every pair of shoes”.
– Mary-Kyri
The new website also incorporates personal blogs written by Mary-Kyri to encourage
interaction with her customers, wish lists and immediate chat enquiry assistance.
Browse the latest Mary-Kyri collections and designer runway collaborations from the world’s
most prestigious fashion weeks.
The Australian designer still esteems shoes as her diamonds, “ Nothing can stop a woman
in a stiletto”. – Mary-Kyri

For more information please contact:
Elizabeth Nicolas info@mary-kyri.com +61 8 8353 3651 +61 422 388 898

www.mary-kyri.com

“Kylie Minogue is a huge fan of your shoes Mary-Kyri.”
Will Baker. Kylie Minogue Personal International Stylist.
“They’re so hot and right now.”
Kim Kardashian. International Reality Star.
“Thank you for my beautiful shoes Mary-Kyri, I absolutely love them. xx.”
Dannii Minogue. International Singer. X-Factor Judge.
“The Demaya is my favourite pair of shoes, I wear them all the time”.
Teresa Palmer. International Actress.
We love Mary-Kyri’s unique view on shoes – the quality, vibrant use of
colour and contrasting fabrications.”
Sarah-Jane Clarke. International Designer Sass and Bide.
“They're incredible the way they shimmer, they are the most beautiful pair
of shoes. The blue ones are my absolute favourite also.”
Erin Brockovich. Icon Celebrity.
"The Elisav is so hot in pink, I receive so many compliments every time I
wear them."
Lisa Origliasso The Veronicas. International Singers.
“The leather is so beautiful and I love the colour. Thank you so much for the
beautiful shoes they are sensational”
Delta Goodrem. International Singer. The Voice Judge
“The shoes are just fabulous, unique and beautiful.“
Charlotte Dawson. Presenter. Model.
“Since being in Australia I have discovered Mary-Kyri Shoes. I absolutely
love them, they are incredibly unique and sexy. I receive so many
compliments every time I wear them. I will definitely be spreading the word
on Mary-Kyri Shoes throughout the USA.”
Ashley Roberts. Pussycat Dolls. International Singer.
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Images of the Designer

Top Left: Featured in the Sunday Herald.
Top Right: Mary-Kyri and Mother Joan Pallaras
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